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Step 1. Compute Analogs of Geopotential Hight 500 mb

Analog of circulation: a nonparametric technique introduced by Lorenz in 1969. An approach 
used to identify similarities between the condition of the atmospheric circulation for a selected 
date and previous dates.

year 1

year n

𝐷(𝑡,𝑡′) = [

𝑋

[𝑍500 𝑥, 𝑡 − 𝑍500 𝑥, 𝑡′ ]2]1/2

Calendar distance between (t,t′ ) ≤ 30 ⋮ 𝑦𝑡 ≠ 𝑦𝑡′

NCEP reanalyses: 1 jan 1948 → 31 dec 2019
ERA 5 reanalyses: 1979 → 2019

Data.

Min 𝐷(𝑡,𝑡′)➔ 20 analogs ➔ Correlation 

30 days

t

t’

{Yiou, P., 2014. Geosci. Model Dev}
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1. Construct new trajectory from 

analogs of Z500

By selecting:

For each day ➔ random analog

2. Generate random trajectories

𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 = 100

3. Simulate precipitation
from trajectories of Z500 
for lead times T= 5 to 20 
days 

Step 2. Simulate precipitation
Stochastic weather generator. statistical tool used to generate random trajectories.

{Yiou, P., Déandréis, C., 2019. Geosci. Model Dev}



Step 3. Assess of the skill score
1. Score skill.

CRPS : 𝐶𝑅𝑃𝑆 𝑃, 𝑥𝑎 =
1

𝑛
σ𝑡=1
𝑛 ∞−

+∞
𝑃 𝑥 − 𝑃𝑎 𝑥

2
𝑑𝑥 CRPS = 0 ➔ Perfect forecast

CRPSS: CRPSS = 1 −
CRPS

CRPSRef
CRPSS =1 ➔ Perfect forecast

2. Weather regimes.

To characterize the relation between the predictability and weather regimes conditions.

Low predictability ➔ High values of CRPS

values beyond quantile 75.

High predictability ➔ low values of CRPS

values below quantile 75.

3. Comparison with ECMWF forecast.

Empirical cumulative distribution function 𝐹𝑛 𝑡 =
1

𝑛
σ𝑗=1
𝑛 𝐼(𝑍𝑗≤𝑡)

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. To compare the probability distributions of two time series

Null hypothesis. 𝐻𝑜 same distribution.

{Zamo, M., Naveau, P., 2018. Math. Geosci}

{Hersbach, H., 2000. WEATHER Forecast}

{Yiou et al., Nonlin. Proc. Geophys., 2008}

NAO- Atl. Ridge Scandinavian
Blocking

Atl. Low



Main Conclusion

◎ The performance of analogs weather 
generator shows skill over 5 and 10 days 
(winter) for different area in Western Europe 
from analogs of Z500,

◎ Atmospheric circulation is useful for 
forecasting precipitation,

◎ The comparison with ECMWF forecast 
confirmed the good performance of SWG 
quantitatively and qualitatively.
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Paper submitted to GMD

➔The forecast is made on an operational mode.



Optimize the forecast

1. ECMWF Ensemble 
forecast of Z 500 hPa

2. Multi-variables 
Analogs
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Ensemble forecast of 
the geopotential

Stochastic weather 
generator

Ensemble Precipitation 
forecast

Z 500 hPa

Stochastic weather 
generator

Ensemble Precipitation 
forecast

SLP

Analogs of 
EOF

{Horton et al , 2019}



Use the ensemble forecast of 
ECMWF of Z500 at 5 days lead time 
to compute analogs.

Optimize the forecast with ECMWF forecast
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SWG Precipitation

Member 1

Member 2

Member 3

Z500 
(ECMWF)

If that could give better forecast?

Observations -ECAD



▪ SWG + ECMWF Ensemble forecast for 5 days

▪ SWG for 5 days
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a.1 b.1

a.2 b.2

Correlation = 0.45

Correlation = 0.23



First results.

◎Analogs are the same for the 10 ensembles for lead time of 5 and 10 days.

◎CRPSS doesn’t change (improve) comparing to the basic use of SWG.

◎There is an improvement for the forecast in the summer.
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5 days 10 days

CRPS SWG/CRPS 

ECMWF 

0.97 0.98

➔ Real ensemble forecast



Recurrence Plots
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◎ Recurrence states : states which are in a 
neighborhood in phase space.

◎ Recurrence Plots: Tool to measure recurrences of 
trajectory 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑅 in phase space:

𝑅𝑖,𝑗 = 𝜃 (𝜀 − 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 )

i,j = 1…. N (indices of states)

𝑅𝑖,𝑗 = ൝
1 ∶ 𝑥𝑖 ≈ 𝑥𝑗

0: 𝑥𝑖 ≠ 𝑥𝑗

◎ 𝑥𝑖 ≈ 𝑥𝑗 means equality up to an error / distance 𝜀

(not the same ) .
◎ 𝑅𝑖,𝑗 ≡ 1 ↔ 𝑥𝑖 ≈ 𝑥𝑗

◎ LOI : line of identity

T
im

e

Time

Black Dot

{Norbert et al , 2007}
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Recurrence Plots for precipitation

Standardized Precipitation 
Index (SPI) 

It is calculated from the average 
monthly precipitations from 1948 

to 2019.

Normalization of precipitation.

False recurrence



RQA Tau=1 Tau=2 Tau=3

Det 0.85 0.14 0.20

lam 0.46 0.29 0.33
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RP and QRP of precipitation
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▪ Tau recurrence

DET LAM

0.79 0.50



Commercial project with ARIA

Seasonal Forecast of weather parameters in Brazil.

Client Problem:

◎ Problem of the wind direction and speed

◎ Used to generate energy.

◎ Local areas (North and central Brazil)

➔ Application of SWG for other weather parameters and 
in a tropical region.
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Outreach activities

The Climate Collage Fresque du climat

Interactive training, based on collective
intelligence, to disseminate the causes and
consequences of climate change from the IPCC
report to the general public.

CAFE Blog

Blog about our participation in Researchers’ 
Night 2020 (available on the CAFE site).
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Thank you

@MeriemKrouma

http://www.cafes2se-itn.eu/communications/cafe-blog/esrs-and-researchers-night
https://twitter.com/MeriemKrouma

